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GOVERNMENT-IMPOSED ADVANTAGES AND BURDENS
ON THE POSTAL SERVICE'S COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS:
TWO WRONGS DO NOT MAKE A RIGHT
Congress enacted the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act (PAEA) after over a decade
of Congressional deliberations on Postal Service reform. President Bush, whose Administration
played an active and positive role in crafting the legislation, signed it into law on December 20,
2006.1 One provision in PAEA directs the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to prepare "a
comprehensive report identifying Federal and State laws that apply differently to the United States
Postal Service with respect to the competitive category of mail ... and to private companies providing
similar products."2
In ordering this study, Congress properly recognized that the Postal Service offers several
products outside the postal monopoly that compete with close private-sector alternatives. Compared
to private-sector businesses, the government-owned Postal Service enjoys a wide array of
government-based advantages and suffers from numerous government-imposed burdens in its
competitive product operations. Congress perceptively asked the FTC to examine both the
advantages and disadvantages; both sides have significant public policy implications. The legislation
specifies that the FTC is to submit its report to the President, Congress, and the Postal Regulatory
Commission by December 20, 2007.
The FTC has picked up on the challenge and issued a set of thoughtful and probing questions
to help guide it in preparing the study. The quality of the questions is an encouraging sign that the
FTC will produce a valuable study. Most of the issues have been examined in IRET's series of
studies on the Postal Service, but in the past IRET has used separate papers to evaluate the Service's
advantages and disadvantages. Given the FTC's thought-provoking questions, this would be
a good time to update earlier IRET work and to examine the Postal Service's benefits and
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burdens in a single analysis. Hopefully, the analysis here will be useful to the FTC, the Postal
Regulatory Commission, others in government, and the broader postal community.
IRET began its work on the U.S. Postal Service in the mid 1990s. Norman Ture, IRET’s
founder, believed that growth and prosperity are advanced by restricting government to a limited
set of core functions. From this perspective he was concerned about the activities of government
owned and sponsored businesses. The Postal Service stands out among government businesses
because of its size – it employs about 30% of the federal government’s civilian workforce. For
many years – but fortunately much less so under the current Postmaster General – the Postal
Service was also notable for aggressively trying to expand beyond its core mission.
A Key Point
In the material that follows one of the most important thoughts to keep in mind is that the
Postal Service’s special advantages and disadvantages in competitive markets both cause
problems. If one looks only at the Postal Service’s bottom line, the advantages, which lower the
government enterprise’s costs, and the disadvantages, which raise its costs, have partially offsetting
effects. It might almost seem as though the two sides partially counterbalance each other, as
though two wrongs make a right.
From the perspective of the broader economy, however, the advantages and disadvantages
rarely cancel out. In general, the advantages create distortions and the disadvantages cause
additional distortions. In other words, the advantages do not correct the inefficiencies and higher
costs caused by the burdens. Instead, the advantages generally take the form of transfers from
others in the economy and act as indirect government subsidies that cover up some of the financial
problems due to the Service’s burdens.
For instance, many statutory requirements increase the Service’s labor costs. They range from
the highly specialized, such as being forced to comply with the Davis-Bacon Act on construction
projects,3 to the very broad, such as the requirement that the Service provide employees with
several expensive fringe benefits. These statutory obligations apply to all Postal Service
production; they do not distinguish between market-dominant and competitive product operations.
The higher labor costs hurt the government enterprise’s bottom line and reduce its ability to offer
attractive combinations of price and service to customers. On the other hand, the Service saves
money because of an assortment of exemptions and privileges that run the gamut from the small,
such as not being bound by local zoning requirements on its construction projects, to the large,
such as paying zero property tax on its huge property portfolio. These advantages apply to all the
Service’s activities, including its competitive product operations. In terms of the Service’s
finances, these burdens and benefits partially net out, but they are not offsets in other respects. The
Service pays more than needed for labor, which is wasteful; it infringes on the authority of local
governments to set zoning rules, which may result in inferior land use decisions; it weakens local
3
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tax bases, which hurts local government finances; and because of the combination of indirect
government subsidies and higher labor costs, it may sometimes capture business that could be done
more economically in the private sector.
The proposition articulated here does not apply only to the U.S. Postal Service. In a wide
variety of circumstances, the distortions generated by special government burdens are compounded,
not corrected, by special government favors. For example, at Amtrak, the government’s inter-city
passenger rail line, most long routes make terrible economic sense but are there for political
reasons. The billions of dollars of federal subsidies that Amtrak has received and continues to
obtain have kept the government enterprise in operation (barely) but are a burden on taxpayers and
do not transform Amtrak’s many wasteful and inefficient routes into efficient ones. As another
example, consider European farmers, who must comply with many government requirements that
increase their production costs but also receive generous agricultural subsidies. If the requirements
do not pass a cost-benefit test they should not be there, regardless of the subsidies. And for
efficiency in production in domestic and international markets, the subsidies should not be there,
period. In the postal arena, the European Commission implicitly recognizes this principle when
it objects to the blanket VAT exemption that the UK and German governments grant to their
former monopoly posts. Although Royal Mail and Deutsche Post do have various governmentimposed burdens, European Union Tax and Customs Commissioner Laszlo Kovacs correctly
requests that the VAT be "applied in a way that minimises distortions of competition between
former monopolies and market entrants to ensure that all operators enjoy the freedom to provide
postal services across Europe."4
Organization of this Study
Because the FTC’s questions are thorough and systematic, they provide an attractive
framework on which to organize this study. Each of the FTC’s 11 questions will be briefly
summarized, and then the issues it raises will be discussed.
The Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act’s Two Definitions of Competitive Products
Before considering the specific questions, it may be useful to mention that PAEA defines
competitive products in two different ways. First, Congress lists which products are in the marketdominant basket and which are in the competitive basket.5 Congress placed priority mail,
expedited mail, bulk parcel post, bulk international mail, and mailgrams in the competitive
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category. In drawing up the lists, Congress was clearly influenced by market factors, but in some
cases it may have classified products as "market-dominant" or "competitive" for non-market
reasons.
When this study talks about competitive products, it is referring to the products now legally
defined as "competitive", that is, those on the competitive products list in the legislation. While
this conforms to current law, some earlier IRET studies had viewed more products as being in
competitive markets, based on whether they were subject to direct competition from similar
products in the private sector. For example, postal money orders face intense competition from
other brands of money orders and from other very convenient means of transferring money. For
that reason, they would seem to be a competitive product. Nevertheless, the law currently places
postal money orders in the market-dominant category (as a type of special service).
Second, the legislation describes the market-dominant and competitive baskets in market-based
terms:
"The market-dominant category of products shall consist of each product in the sale of
which the Postal Service exercises sufficient market power that it can effectively set the
price of such product substantially above costs, raise prices significantly, decrease quality,
or decrease output, without risk of losing a significant level of business to other firms
offering similar products. The competitive category of products shall consist of all other
products."6
This second description does not affect the current composition of the baskets, but it may alter
their future composition. PAEA authorizes the Postal Service’s regulator, the Postal Regulatory
Commission (PRC), to add, remove, or transfer products between the categories in the future if the
PRC determines the changes would be appropriate.7 In making its determinations, the law
instructs the PRC to be guided by the second, market-based description of the categories, as well
as certain other factors.8 This is an intelligent delegation of authority by Congress, and one of
many significant oversight responsibilities entrusted to the PRC. The PRC has the time, expertise,
and partial insulation from immediate political pressures to recategorize products when necessary
so that the market-dominant and competitive baskets correspond to reality in the marketplace.
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Competitive Products (as Defined by PAEA) as a Share of Postal Service Sales.
The data the Postal Service provides on revenues from its various products is objective and
generally noncontroversial. For that reason an appealing way to measure the relative size of the
Service’s competitive product operations is to compare those products’ revenues with the Service’s
total revenues from all mail and special services.
The products that PAEA initially designates as competitive had revenues of about $7.5 billion
in 2006, which was 10%-11% of total revenues from all mail and special services.9 The largest
component by far, representing about two-thirds of competitive product revenues, is priority mail.
Express mail, bulk parcel post, and bulk international mail are other significant components. In
the past the Postal Service did not publicly release data separating parcel post and international
mail into single-piece and bulk segments. To comply with the new law, the Service will
undoubtedly soon begin providing that information. Until that happens, one cannot be sure of the
exact revenues from the products on the competitive product list, but the above numbers are fairly
close. PAEA also lists mailgrams as a competitive product, but mailgrams are no longer relevant
because the Postal Service discontinued them effective February 28, 2006.
Question 1 What statutory advantages does the Postal Service possess in its competitive product
operations?
The United States Postal Service enjoys many government-based powers and privileges not
granted to private-sector businesses. Eleven legal requirements that apply to private-sector
businesses but not the Postal Service are listed and briefly discussed here. The Postal Service’s
special treatment furnishes it with large, hidden, government-conferred benefits.10
In several cases, estimates are provided regarding the dollar value of the indirect government
subsidies. Because many assumptions are needed to derive the estimates, the numbers indicate the
approximate magnitude of some of the Postal Service’s government-based advantages, but are not
precise.
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These numbers are based on an examination of U.S. Postal Service, "Cost And Revenue Analysis,
Fiscal Year 2006," accessed at http://www.usps.com/financials/_xls/fy06cra.xls. The results are similar if one
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Decision, Volume 2, R2006-1," Appendix G, Schedule 1, February 26, 2007, accessed at http://www.prc.gov/
docs/55/55901/VOL2Appendices.pdf.
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Postal Service, TVA, And Amtrak (Washington, DC: Institute For Research On The Economics Of Taxation,
1999).
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PAEA narrowed or removed several of the Postal Service’s government-based advantages.
Two of the most important and positive changes are mentioned at the conclusion of the answer to
Question 1.
Although the listing here of various legal requirements that apply to private-sector businesses
but not the Postal Service is lengthy, it is by no means complete. Because the Postal Service is
a federal entity, governments at all levels treat it very differently than they would a private-sector
business, with the result that some of the Postal Service’s advantages remain obscure.
For instance, the Postal Service’s training facility in Potomac, Maryland, the Bolger Center,
does double duty as a hospitality business (hotel, conference center, and food-and-drink
establishment) that is open to the general public.11 A complaint by a competing restauranteur that
was picked up by the local press revealed that because the Bolger Center is a federal property, it
is exempt from county alcoholic beverage licensing and control laws when it serves liquor on the
premises, such as at the on-site Pony Express Bar and Grill. Although the Bolger Center’s
alcoholic beverage and other exemptions are a minor item relative to the Postal Service’s budget
(but a vexing concern for some small local competitors in the hospitality industry), they point out
the often surprising range of the Service’s government-based advantages.
Other examples abound. For instance, if any state were to pass do-not mail legislation (no
state has passed such legislation but it has been proposed in a number), the Service’s position
within the federal government and its statutory authority might prevent the state law from being
enforced.12 As a totally different example, Wyoming grants on-the-job postal carriers a statutory
exemption from the state’s seat belt law (one of five exemptions in the act).13
One of the valuable services the FTC could perform with its study would be to fill in some
of the blanks regarding the range of the Postal Service’s government-bestowed privileges.
Sales tax exemption. State governments, and sometimes local governments, often require
businesses to collect sales taxes on the products they sell. According to the Census Bureau, in a
12-month period covering parts of 2004 and 2005, state and local governments collected
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Wyoming Statutes, Title 31, Chapter 5, Sec. 1402(b)(3), accessed at http://legisweb.state.wy.us/statutes/
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an exception not available to other businesses.
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$383 billion in general sales and gross receipts taxes ($311 billion at the state level and $72 billion
at the local level).14 General sales and gross receipts taxes are a major revenue raiser at those
levels of government. The Postal Service, however, is a federal entity and, as such, it does not
have to charge any state or local sales taxes on its postage sales or pay any gross receipts taxes.
This is a significant federally conferred benefit.
In 2006, the unweighted average sales tax rate at the state level was 4.83%.15 If each state’s
sales tax rate is weighted by that state’s share of gross domestic product (GDP), the weighted
average sales tax rate at the state level was 5.37%.16 These averages do not include the general
sales taxes that local governments often impose. A reasonable estimate is that local sales taxes
raise the weighted average sales tax rate by 1.2 percentage points, to 6.57%.17
In 2006, the Service had total sales of $72.6 billion.18 Suppose a normal private-sector
business sold goods with that value. Also, because not all sales to all customers are ordinarily
subject to sales tax, suppose the normal business collected sales taxes on only two thirds of its
sales.19 A rough estimate is that its general sales taxes would have been $2.6 billion at the state
level and $3.2 billion at the state and local levels. The sales tax exemption is clearly a valuable
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indirect government subsidy to the Postal Service. If one considers only the Postal Service’s
competitive products, sales and sales taxes would be about 10%-11% of the above numbers.
Property tax exemptions. The Postal Service is not liable for local property taxes on any of the
real property it owns. (The exemption does not extend to real properties leased from private-sector
landlords. The private-sector landlords pay property taxes, and they presumably pass along the
taxes in the rents they charge.) The Postal Service is also exempt from local personal property
taxes on its equipment and other non-real-property physical assets.
Private-sector companies sometimes obtain lower property taxes in return for locating,
expanding, or remaining in a certain state or locality. Such breaks are usually temporary and for
specific properties. In contrast, the Postal Service’s tax break is for all its real estate, structures,
and equipment, all the time.
The Service’s property holdings are enormous. In 2006, it owned 8,437 facilities and
937 million square feet of land.20 Valuing its real property and equipment at original cost less
depreciation and amortization, it reported they had a value of $23.1 billion in 2006.21 Their
market value would undoubtedly be considerably higher.
Estimating the Service’s savings due to its exemptions from real and personal property taxes
is challenging because property taxes are usually assessed on assets’ market values, which the
Service does not report, and because nominal tax rates and assessment levels vary greatly from one
locality to the next. In a survey of 51 cities in 2005, the District of Columbia found that the
effective tax rate on residential real property (i.e., the nominal rate times the assessment level)
varied from 0.38% to 3.21%, with an unweighted average of 1.64%.22 The survey, however, did
not look at tax rates on commercial real property and commercial personal property.
To provide a rough estimate of the value to the Postal Service of its real and personal property
tax exemptions, the approach used here begins by looking at aggregate national data on property
tax collections and asset values. The U.S. Census Bureau reports that in a 12 month period
covering parts of 2004-2005, state and local governments collected $336 billion in property taxes
(with $324 billion of that at the local level).23 The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis estimates
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that in 2005, the current-cost value of private-sector fixed assets was $29,344 billion.24 These
numbers can be used to calculate that the average effective state and local tax rate on real and
personal property held in the private sector is about 1.15%.25 If one knew the market value of
the Postal Service’s assets, one could multiply that amount by 1.15% to estimate how much the
Service would have paid in property taxes if not for its exemptions. However, as mentioned above,
the Service only reports its assets at historic cost. Multiplying the historic cost of the Service’s
assets, less depreciation and amortization, by the estimated property tax rate produces an estimated
property tax saving of $265 million yearly for the Service.
The estimate would be considerably higher if data on the market value of the Service’s assets
were available because market values typically exceed historic costs. In a rare case in which the
Postal Service provided a comparison of book and market values, it reported that the market prices
it received on the excess real properties it sold in 1999 were seven times the properties' book
values.26 If market values are even three times historic costs on average, the estimate for this
indirect government subsidy would rise to nearly $800 million annually.
To estimate how much the property tax exemptions are worth to the Postal Service’s
competitive operations, one could undertake a comprehensive review of the agency’s assets to
allocate them to market-dominant or competitive operations. In its accounting, the Service will
attempt to make such an allocation. A simpler method is to assume that assets are used in marketdominant and competitive operations in proportion to the Service’s revenues in the two areas.
Income tax exemptions. The Postal Service does not pay federal, state, or local income taxes.
Because the Service has reported only a small net income over the period 1971-2006 and lost
money in the majority of those years, its income tax liabilities would not have been large if it had
been taxable. A definite advantage, though, is that the Service avoids income tax compliance costs.
It does not have to prepare income tax returns, assemble extra records for income tax purposes,
worry about income tax audits, or fight the government in court if its income tax returns are
challenged. The compliance costs would be several million dollars yearly, even if the Service only
had to pay income taxes on its competitive product operations. (Income tax compliance costs are
discussed more fully in the Question 9.) If the Service became involved in a tax dispute following
an audit that led to major litigation, the cost could be several times higher.
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The PAEA does create a federal "assumed income tax".27 The Service is to compute what
the corporate income tax would be on a normal private-sector corporation with the same income
as the Service’s competitive product operations. Unlike a real income tax, however, the Postal
Service will not have to send any money to the IRS. Instead, the "tax" will be an internal Postal
Service transfer, from the Competitive Products Fund to the Postal Service Fund. The assumed
tax will have no effect on the Service’s continued exemption from state and local income taxes.
The assumed income tax is a clever device in several respects. It will provide experience
regarding how to administer an income tax on the Postal Service’s competitive products. It will
force the Service’s competitive product operations to show on their books a cost equal to what the
federal corporate income tax would be. That cost entry will partially remove one of the Service’s
many government-based advantages from its competitive operations. The assumed income tax
passes political muster while a real income tax probably would not at this time. A weakness,
though, is that because the "assumed tax" is really only an internal transfer, the Service may shrug
it off as irrelevant, unless it reduces the amount in the Competitive Products Fund below what the
Service wants to spend on competitive product operations and the Service cannot devise a way to
get the money from some offsetting transfer elsewhere. Ordinary firms and households would be
delighted if they could pay their taxes to themselves.
A low-cost alternative to the unemployment tax. Another tax subsidy involves unemployment
compensation taxes. As is usual in the government sector, the Postal Service does not pay
unemployment compensation taxes on its employees’ wages but only reimburses the Federal
Unemployment Trust Fund when former employees draw benefits.28 The Department of Labor
bills the Service quarterly, and its reimbursements were $41.5 million in 2005 and $81.6 million
in 2006.29
Unemployment taxes usually exceed benefit payouts by a wide margin in the private sector.
The Federal Unemployment Trust Fund had a balance of $66.6 billion at the end of 2006, and ran
a surplus, excluding interest earnings, of $9.1 billion for the year30. The massive fund balance
indicates that unemployment taxes on private-sector companies have long been higher than needed
to cover benefits. For 2006 alone, a comparison of that year’s $9.1 billion dollar surplus with the
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number of private-sector workers indicates that the average overcharge per worker was about
$80.31 Because the Postal Service and other government employers only have to repay actual
expenses, they receive a better deal than private-sector businesses.
To obtain a rough idea of the Postal Service’s saving due to this special treatment, suppose
it had been forced to pay the unemployment tax and been overcharged the same amount per worker
as the average private-sector employer. Based on these assumptions and the size of its workforce,
the Postal Service saved approximately $60 million in 2006 by repaying benefits rather than paying
the tax. Although this is a rough estimate (the Service does better in years when actual
reimbursements are low than when they are high, and it might not suffer the average overcharge
if it were treated like a private-sector business), the results suggest that the Service’s special,
government-based arrangement saves it millions of dollars yearly.
State motor fuel tax exemption. The Postal Service does pay the federal motor fuel excise tax.
That tax is 18.4 cents per gallon for gasoline and 24.4 cents per gallon for diesel fuel.32
However, many states exempt the federal government from their motor fuel taxes, and the Postal
Service is a federal government entity The unweighted average rate for state motor fuel taxes is
21.3 cents per gallon for gasoline and 21.88 cents per gallon for diesel fuel. (Several states tack
on added taxes that boost the effective rates, but those add-on taxes are not considered here.)
Little information is available on the extent to which the Postal Service uses its federal status
to avoid state motor fuel taxes. The agency acknowledges that it may be exempt in some cases,
but it has not volunteered hard numbers. To begin filling in the information gap, this study’s
author contacted a number of state tax departments directly and asked them whether the Postal
Service is eligible to be exempted from their state motor fuel tax, either at the pump or through
a rebate. Approximately half the states were contacted in May and June 2007 by telephone or email, and 19 responded.
Two states answered that the Postal Service is not exempt from their state motor fuel tax
(Kentucky and Oregon). One said that federal agencies are exempt from a portion of the tax
(Mississippi). One mentioned a federal government exemption but did not explicitly say whether
it applies to the Postal Service (Pennsylvania). The other 15 replied that the Postal Service is
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exempt, either at the pump or through a rebate.33 Several noted that contractors working for the
Postal Service are not exempt; the tax exemption is tied to federally owned vehicles.
Based on data the Service provides on the number of miles its vehicles traveled and their miles
per gallon, its vehicle fleet consumed 121 million gallons of fuel in 2006.34 (This excludes the
fuel that contractors used in non-Postal-Service vehicles.) With that much fuel consumption, the
Postal Service may be saving several million dollars yearly in state motor fuel taxes. Suppose, for
instance, that the Service avoids, on average, 50% of the state motor fuel tax. Its saving would
be about $13 million yearly.
The state responses do not establish whether the Postal Service fully claims available state
motor fuel tax exemptions, or whether some states impose additional requirements that have the
effect of disqualifying the Service. The Postal Service, though, should be able to furnish this
information if asked by its regulator or by a government agency like the GAO or the FTC. (If the
Postal Service says it does not collect nationwide data on this item, an alternative approach would
be to select several local areas and ask the Service if it is exempt, at the pump or via rebates, from
state fuel taxes and perhaps other road use taxes in those areas.)
Limitations on suits against the Postal Service for negligent or wrongful acts or omissions by its
employees. The Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) waives the federal government’s sovereign
immunity in cases of injury allegedly caused by "by the negligent or wrongful act or omission" of
its employees.35 The law, however, contains numerous restrictions and exclusions. One exclusion
especially germane to the Postal Service is that the agency cannot be sued for "[a]ny claim arising
out of the loss, miscarriage, or negligent transmission of letters or postal matter."36 Further, when
suits are allowed to go forward, they are heard in federal court by a federal judge sitting without
a jury, not in a state court. These special rules apply to the Service’s competitive products, as well
as its market-dominant ones.
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Being able to keep suits out of state courts is generally regarded as a significant advantage for
the Postal Service. The other restrictions also reduce its legal risks in tort cases, compared to the
risks of private-sector businesses. Although it is difficult to place a monetary value on these
special privileges, they certainly benefit the Postal Service relative to private-sector businesses.
Zoning laws. "[Z]oning laws, land use laws, and applicable [construction-related] environmental
laws of a State or subdivision" are voluntary for the Postal Service.37 When the Service
constructs or alters a building, the law requires it to consult with local officials, provide the local
officials with information, listen to their recommendations, and "give due consideration to any such
recommendations." The Service must also gather community input. In other words, the Service
is to make a good faith effort to satisfy local concerns. However, if the Service concludes that
local demands are not reasonable or feasible, it may go ahead without local permission. Also, the
Service and its contractors need not pay state and local government fees for construction-related
reviews, permits, and inspections. When private-sector businesses construct or alter buildings, the
story is completely different. Zoning, land use, and construction-related environmental laws and
fees are mandatory, not voluntary.
Because the Postal Service has a portfolio of thousands of properties, this exemption definitely
has value, although it is difficult to estimate the dollar amount. The power to treat zoning laws
as optional may perhaps be most welcome to the Service when it believes that a local government
is being difficult.
Eminent domain. Private-sector businesses cannot force other parties to sell them property. The
Postal Service can. The Service possesses the governmental power to acquire real property through
the use of eminent domain.38 The Service states that it exercises this power "[o]nly under unusual
and compelling circumstances, and on a case-by-case basis..."39 Nevertheless, the knowledge that
the Service can invoke eminent domain undoubtedly gives it extra leverage in some negotiations.
While this power clearly has monetary value, much additional information would be needed to
estimate its worth in dollars.
Parking Tickets. Because the Postal Service is a federal government entity and is empowered by
federal law to carry out its task, it is generally immune from having its vehicles ticketed for local
parking violations.40 In contrast, private individuals and businesses must obey parking regulations
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or risk tickets. This immunity benefits the Service in time (its drivers do not have to search as
long for parking spaces while on official business) and in cash (the Service does not have the
expense of paying parking tickets).
For the agency’s competitors in markets like package delivery and urgent document delivery,
the parking fines quickly add up. This cost of doing business is especially acute in cities where
parking spaces are scarce or ticket writers aggressive, such as New York, San Francisco, Boston,
and Washington. In New York City alone, the Service’s major rivals each pay several million
dollars yearly for parking tickets.41 In San Francisco, each has annual parking-ticket bills of
several hundred thousand dollars.42 Although national totals by company are apparently not
compiled, the small amount of city data available suggests that parking tickets cost the Service’s
competitive-product rivals tens of millions of dollars annually. A plausible guess is that the Postal
Service also saves tens of millions of dollars yearly on competitive-product deliveries because its
vehicles do not receive parking tickets. The Service’s time savings are in addition to this.
No state motor vehicle department licensing and registration fees. As part of the federal
government, the Postal Service does not have to register its vehicles with state motor vehicle
departments or pay registration and licensing fees. When one considers that state and local
governments charged $20 billion for motor vehicle licenses in a 12 month period covering parts
of 2004 and 200543 and that the Postal Service’s fleet of 216,000 vehicles44 is one of the largest
in the world, it is obvious that this exemption lowered the agency’s costs. Private-sector
businesses, of course, do not enjoy this exemption.
Just as an illustration, suppose that the normal licensing charge per commercial vehicle is
$100. At that rate, the licensing cost for the Service’s fleet would be $21.6 million, if not for the
exemption. Competitive products account for 10%-11% of the Service’s revenues. If the savings
are apportioned between market-dominant and competitive products in proportion to their revenues,
the agency’s competitive product operations save over $2 million annually because the agency’s
vehicles do not require state motor vehicle licenses.
The Postal Service can travel on some highways from which commercial vehicles are normally
prohibited. Some roads, such as the George Washington Memorial Parkway outside Washington,
are open to Postal Service vehicles, including large Postal Service trucks, but closed to commercial
41
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vehicles, including those of its competitive-market rivals. This is a localized advantage for the
Service, but it is a real time saver on a few routes. It is another reminder that the Postal Service
retains many government-conferred privileges even when it steps outside its core mission and sells
competitive products.
Two governmental privileges that the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act (PAEA) restricts.
In 2004, the Supreme Court ruled that because the Postal Service "is part of the Government of
the United States" and because there was not (at the time) "an express statement from Congress
that the Postal Service can be sued for antitrust violations", it was "not controlled by the antitrust
laws."45 PAEA explicitly strips the Postal Service of antitrust immunity for products outside the
postal monopoly.46 This is a salutary change because it means that if the Postal Service should
engage in anti-competitive behavior in its competitive product operations in the future, it would
have to worry about the antitrust-law consequences.
In one respect, though, the antitrust laws do not apply as forcefully to the Postal Service’s
competitive product operations as to private-sector companies:
"No damages, interest on damages, costs or attorney's fees may be recovered, and no
criminal liability may be imposed, under the antitrust laws (as so defined) from any
officer or employee of the Postal Service, or other Federal agency acting on behalf of or
in concert with the Postal Service, acting in an official capacity."47
Officers of private-sector businesses do not possess that immunity.
Another change made by PAEA concerns Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
financial reporting requirements. Previously, SEC financial reporting requirements did not apply
to the Postal Service. The Service expressed matters this way in its most recent Annual Report:
"We are not subject to regulation by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), nor are we
required to produce, publish or file financial reports that comply with the SEC’s rules and
regulations on financial reporting."48 The Service did volunteer that it would conform to SEC
reporting requirements when it believed doing so would be feasible and useful. "[W]e are guided
by SEC reporting requirements to the extent deemed practical for a non-publicly traded,
government-owned entity with a break-even mandate."49
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In the future, the Postal Service will not longer be able to treat SEC financial disclosure rules
as voluntary guideposts. PAEA directs the Service to begin submitting reports to the PRC that
comply with various SEC financial reporting requirements.50 Whereas the goal of SEC
requirements as they apply to private-sector companies is to protect investors in the companies, the
aim with the Postal Service is to increase financial transparency to protect mail users and
taxpayers.51 One of the most criticized features of the Service’s accounting is that the Service
claims about 40% of its costs are overhead costs unrelated to any specific products. The concern
is that many of those costs should properly be associated with various products but aren’t.
Unlike private-sector companies covered by SEC requirements, however, the Postal Service
does not have to register with the SEC and is not subject to SEC enforcement actions. Enforcing
the financial reporting requirements will be up to the Service’s regulator, the PRC.
Beyond the specifics of these two changes, they provide a reminder that it is often
administratively feasible to narrow the Postal Service’s special privileges in its competitive product
operations or throughout the organization, provided the political decision is made to do so.
Question 2 Do the Postal Service’s competitive product operations obtain benefits from the
Service’s statutory monopolies on letter delivery and mailbox access?
The federal government has granted the Postal Service statutory monopolies on letter delivery
and mailbox access. The monopolies are specified in Title 18 of the United States Code, which
covers federal crimes and criminal procedures. The monopoly on the carriage of letters and packets
is contained in Title 18, U.S.C., sec. 1692-1699. The mailbox monopoly, which was added in
1934, is found in Title 18, U.S.C., sec. 1725. Violating one or both monopolies is a federal crime.
Technically, the monopolies do not bar third parties from carrying mail or depositing material in
mailboxes, but from doing so without paying postage. Title 39 U.S.C., sec. 601(a) waives the letter
monopoly and allows the private carriage of letters if full postage is affixed. Similarly, Title 18,
U.S.C., sec. 1725 allows third parties to place material in mailboxes if full postage is paid.
The letter monopoly, in combination with the universal service obligation, means that only the
U.S. Postal Service has mail delivery routes that go by most addresses in the nation on an almost
daily basis. The effect of the mailbox monopoly is that, as a practical matter, only the Postal
Service can use mailboxes when making deliveries. The monopolies have enabled the Postal
Service to become and remain a huge organization with massive revenues. Even in the Internet
age, non-urgent, hard-copy letters are an extremely useful means of conveying information and
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documents. In 2006, the Service had nearly 800,000 employees, revenues of $72.8 billion, and
delivered 213.1 billion pieces of mail.52 If it were a private-sector company, it would be one of
the largest in the nation or the world.
The monopolies provide the Postal Service with several benefits when it offers competitive
products. In one case mentioned below, the monopolies generate economies of scope that allow
the Service to more efficiently provide a competitive product. Often, however, the monopolyderived advantages that spill over into competitive markets fail to promote, or actually conflict
with, economic efficiency in the provision of competitive products.
The marketplace offers a practical test of whether the Service’s dual monopolies produce
frequent, powerful economies of scope. If economies of scope are large, the Postal Service should
enjoy cost savings that often allow it to dominate the competitive markets it enters. Instead, the
historical pattern is that the Service has difficulty maintaining market share when it faces direct
competition. This pattern indicates that economies of scope are usually quite limited (or that the
Service has operational problems that reduce its competitiveness despite economies of scope.) Now
several monopoly-derived advantages will be considered.
One monopoly-derived advantage is that the Service has an enormous cash flow. That cash
gives it a ready means to finance extensive competitive-market forays, unless the Service is blocked
by statutory restrictions on its non-core operations or by accounting rules enforced by its regulator.
As an example of where this and other government-derived favors may lead in the absence of
political and accounting restrictions, consider Japan. Japan Post used its postal monopoly and other
government-granted favors to move into banking and to become the largest bank in the world, as
measured by deposits. Recently, Japan began the process of privatizing Japan Post and separating
the pieces, with one of the driving forces being concerns that the postal bank was promoting waste
and corruption and interfering with the efficient allocation of capital.53 Japan Post’s cautionary
tale highlights the fact that monopoly-derived financing often conflicts with economic efficiency.
Another monopoly-related advantage that spills over into competitive markets is the power of
the mailbox monopoly to reduce the attractiveness of private companies’ competitive products. The
Service demonstrated this power in the 1990s when it put out of business several firms trying to
compete with it in distributing advertising flyers and periodicals. (The flyers and periodicals were
not covered by the statutory monopoly against the private carriage of letters and packets.) Because
the private firms could not legally place their material in mailboxes (unless they affixed postage,
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which would have destroyed their business models), they generally left it at doorways in plastic
bags. Recipients often found this arrangement inferior to the mailbox, and the Service’s main
competitors soon went out of business. As a result, some advertising flyers and periodicals that
could be delivered by private-sector businesses are instead delivered by the Postal Service, in the
market-dominant product lines of standard mail and periodicals. The Postmaster General at the
time, Marvin Runyon, boasted, "Remember the alternate delivery company called Publishers
Express... We ran them out of business... I can't say that I am sorry to see them go..."54 The same
statutory restriction applies to packages.
A potentially more positive monopoly-derived benefit is associated with the Service’s network
of post offices. Post offices mainly serve monopoly-market customers, but can function as dropoff/contact points for walk-in customers of competitive products. The existing network of post
offices lets the Service avoid the expense of setting up a network of brick-and-motor contact points
for competitive product customers from scratch. Although this is certainly an economy of scope,
it generally does not give the Postal Service an efficiency edge over private-sector businesses.
Many private-sector businesses, such as package-delivery companies, financial institutions, food
stores, and drug stores, also have extensive networks of drop-off/contact points, which provide them
with economies of scope, too. Moreover, the Postal Service has difficulty using its brick-andmortar network to advantage in competitive markets because of its high labor costs.
One case where post offices could be put to good use outside the mail monopoly should be
mentioned, although it does not involve competitive products. Suppose another government agency
wants more physical locations at which people can pick up or drop off forms or documents, either
for the agency’s own needs or for the convenience of the general public. Provided that the forms
and documents are fairly straightforward, this is something that post offices, which are already in
place and are staffed by federal employees, could readily handle. For efficiency, the Postal Service
should charge the other agency for the Service’s extra costs, and the sharing arrangement should
only go forward in instances where the Service’s cost-based charge is less than the other agency’s
savings on rent, labor, and other expenses. It would be worthwhile for a government fact-finding
body like the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to examine whether post office counters
can efficiently be used as a federal government resource to improve public access to other
government agencies.
Postal officials in this country and abroad frequently assume that a postal monopoly creates
large economies of scope in the "final mile". The notion is that because mail carriers have routes
that take them by most addresses on most days, they could drop off or pick up other products with
little additional effort or cost.
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The Service and its competitors in the package delivery business are currently offering some
value-priced services that provide a concrete example of this. A private-sector company carries
a package most of the way to the destination, and it then turns the package over to the Postal
Service for the "final mile". Current law permits this interconnection between private-sector
suppliers of competitive products and the Postal Service. Because both sides voluntarily offer these
products, the sharing arrangements are presumably mutually profitable. And in order to be
mutually profitable, the Postal Service must be the lower cost provider on the trip to the mailbox,
which means the arrangements are also economically efficient and benefit the economy.55
Such cases, however, are not the general rule for most products. Because of the specialized
nature of postal delivery, the reality seems to be that few economies of scope are available unless
products are shaped like letters, can be handled like letters, and can be placed in mailboxes like
letters. For example, if a mail carrier needs to make a special, extra trip to deliver an express mail
envelope, the potential economy from being able to piggyback on the normal mail delivery is
entirely lost. (The fact that the Postal Service has been able to retain only a small share of urgentmail deliveries is market-based evidence that its economies of scope in that competitive product
line are relatively weak.) As another example, postal vehicles and carriers’ mail bags are designed
with letter delivery in mind; they are not optimally configured for package delivery. Delivering
a few light-weight packages on a route is fine but many more will inconvenience the mail carrier
and slow delivery, or perhaps require an extra delivery trip. Again, the economy of scope proves
illusionary.
With products that are farther afield from normal mail, economies of scope are even less likely
to be realized. The "farm-to-table" program that began in 1914 and petered out after several years
furnishes an interesting illustration of some of the problems.56 The hope was that the Post Office
Department could connect farmers and city dwellers by using post offices and the postal delivery
system to process food orders and make deliveries. The program was undertaken with great
enthusiasm, and Post Office employees devoted much time, thought, post office floor space, and
the use of many delivery vehicles to the effort. Of course, all this was a distraction from the Post
Office’s normal business. Even though the Post Office apparently did not consider the significant
opportunity cost involved, the program still withered. The agency proved ill-equipped to actively
coordinate orders and properly handle perishable, delicate foodstuffs. As one historian wrote with
regret, "Butter spoiled, potatoes froze, and eggs broke."57
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The broader lesson is that the specialized training, procedures, and equipment best suited to
delivering core postal products are often inconsistent with the specialized requirements of other
products. Hence, while the postal monopoly offers modest economies of scope in some instances,
it fails to do so most of the time.
Postal Service officials in the past, although much less so under Postmaster General Potter,
have frequently claimed that the organization could capture substantial additional economies of
scale and scope by entering new markets to become still larger. This claim was examined in detail
in an earlier IRET study and found to be wrong, except for the modest "last mile" economies
mentioned above.58 The Postal Service is already so large that it has long since captured the sizebased economies in administration, marketing, research, and operations often observed when
comparing small businesses with businesses having several billion dollars in sales. If per unit costs
continuously fell with larger size, as opposed to leveling off or rising after some point, the gigantic
Postal Service should be the lowest cost producer in the mailing industry, and to maximize its sizebased economies, it should want to do as much work in-house as possible. Instead, the Postal
Service often finds that it can save money by doing less work in-house and hiring contractors to
help with some production steps, such as transporting mail between cities. Similarly, if economies
of scale dominated, worksharing (in which mailers do some preliminary mail processing in return
for a discount that is normally set at or below the Postal Service’s avoided costs) should rarely
occur because mailers would have higher costs than the Postal Service due to their much smaller
size. Instead, worksharing has proven such an enormous success for the Postal Service and mailers
that the majority of mail today is workshared.
Question 3 What other special advantages does the law grant to the Postal Service in its
competitive product operations?
The replies to Questions 1 and 2 have already discussed many of the benefits conferred by law
on the Postal Service that are not available to its private-sector competitors. Question 8 mentions
another: the ability to borrow from the U.S. Treasury at a low, government-based interest rate.
Although it is not solely a matter of law, one of the largest advantages is the subject of Question
7: the Postal Service can aim for much lower returns on competitive products than its private-sector
rivals because the federal government, which owns the Postal Service, has never required the
government enterprise to strive for positive returns on its competitive products or pay dividends.
Question 4 What are the Postal Service’s special burdens in its competitive product operations,
compared to normal businesses? Could any of those burdens be reduced for the Service’s
competitive products if they are kept for market-dominant products?
In light of its many governmental powers and privileges, it might seem that the Postal Service
should be on financial easy street. However, the Service also has numerous government-imposed
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obligations, and it has struggled through most of its history. Benefits, burdens, and a weak bottom
line are a combination often seen at government enterprises, here and abroad.
This answer lists and briefly discusses a number of the Service’s special obligations. Most
of the requirements apply to the Postal Service’s operations in general and are not specifically
aimed at the Service’s competitive products, but a few involving regulation are directed at
competitive products. Although the list is long and covers most special burdens, it is not
comprehensive. Following the list, rough estimates are provided for some of the extra costs. There
is also a brief discussion of whether it would be practical to remove the special obligations from
competitive products if they continue for market-dominant products.
Binding arbitration in certain labor disputes. When the Service and one of its postal unions cannot
reach a collective bargaining agreement, the matter goes to binding arbitration.59 A plus for the
Service in these disputes is that federal law prohibits strikes, but a minus is that an arbitrator with
no financial stake in the Service dictates wages, some benefits, and some work rules. Hence, even
when the Service thinks it is vital to stand firm on employee compensation, it lacks the power to
do so. Occasionally, arbitration awards send shockwaves through the agency, as happened in 1999
when an arbitrator decided to move carriers up a pay grade.60
A ban on strikes is normal for the federal workforce, but binding arbitration is not. Most
private-sector business would view the ban on strikes as an advantage, but the loss of control as
a threat to their existence. PAEA slightly changed the dispute procedure by adding a short
mediation phase, but that is unlikely to make a substantial difference.61
Expensive fringe benefits mandated by statute. At a time when many private-sector companies are
responding to rising pension and health care costs by adjusting the benefit packages they offer, the
Postal Service is locked in by statute to continue providing certain benefits regardless of cost. In
Congressional testimony several years ago, Postmaster General John Potter expressed the issue’s
magnitude in dollar terms, "In 2003 alone, nonnegotiable benefit costs, including retirement
contributions, health benefits, life insurance, retiree health benefits and workers’ compensation
represented more than $13 billion – twenty percent of our operating expenses."62 One minor
change PAEA made was to impose a three day waiting period for benefits on temporary disability
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claims.63 That was a desirable but very modest reform. Despite its modesty, the union-led
reaction nearly torpedoed the bill.64
Wage and employment laws that contractors to the federal government must follow. In order to
allow the Postal Service to operate on a more business-like footing, Congress has exempted it from
many of the laws dealing with federal contracts.65 However, a number of special requirements
still apply. Some of them are the Davis-Bacon Act (relating to the wages that contractors must pay
on government construction projects), the Walsh-Healey Act (relating to the wages and hours of
contractors’ employees), and the Randolph-Sheppard Act (relating to vending facilities operated by
the blind on federal property).66 These requirements raise costs for Postal Service contractors and
some or all of the higher costs are passed along to the Service.
Universal service obligation (USO). The USO is not defined by statute, but today is usually
thought of as meaning mail delivery to most addresses in the nation six days a week. It also means
reasonable access to mail collection and counter services. The USO raises the government
enterprise’s costs. Its private-sector rivals in competitive markets generally have nationwide
networks (or can provide links to nationwide networks) and deliver to most address because doing
so increases the value of their services enough outweigh the costs.
Restrictions on post office closings. Private businesses are allowed to close retail outlets they
decide are not cost effective. In a restriction related to the USO, however, the Postal Service
cannot close small post offices solely for economic reasons.67 Even when the Service wishes to
close a post office for other reasons, it must go through a detailed review process and anyone in
the community who disagrees with the Service may appeal to the PRC to block the closing.68
Regulation of competitive product prices and product lines. Private-sector businesses are subject
to a blizzard of government regulations. However, when competition exists, government regulation
of prices is rare, although there are exceptions, such as limited state regulation of insurance
companies’ rates. Similarly, the government does not usually regulate what products a firm may
offer, although licensing requirements can be thought of as a huge exception and intense regulation
is the norm in the pharmaceutical industry. At the Postal Service, the competitive products offered
and the prices charged for those products have long been regulated. Under prior law, with a few
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exceptions, the Service could not change the price of any of its products, including competitive
products, without first asking the PRC for approval and going through a formal hearing process.
One of Congress’s aims when designing PAEA was to give the Service more rate-setting flexibility.
PAEA also differs from prior law in that it distinguishes between competitive and market dominant
products and regulates the former more loosely.69
For competitive products, the Service can adjust prices with only a couple of restrictions.
PAEA requires that no product loses money and that competitive products collectively make an
appropriate contribution (with "appropriate" determined by the PRC) to overhead costs. These
requirements clearly reflect a Congressional worry that monopoly-market customers might
otherwise be forced to subsidize competitive products. The legislation explicitly instructs the
regulator to "prohibit the subsidization of competitive products by market-dominant products."70
The possibility of cross-subsidization was also on Congress’s mind when it directed the U.S.
Treasury, in Title IV of PAEA ("Provisions Relating to Fair Competition"), to recommend
accounting principles and practices for the Postal Service to follow in identifying competitive
products’ assets and costs. Congress noted that one of the objectives should be "preventing the
subsidization of such products by market-dominant products..."71 Congress’s concern is
understandable because while the profit motive automatically discourages deliberate and sustained
cross-subsidization in the private sector, that market-based policing is lacking at government
enterprises.72
PAEA does add one restriction: it removes the Postal Service’s authority to introduce new
nonpostal products73 Several concerns may have prompted Congress’s action.74 One is that
peripheral ventures are likely to distract the Postal Service and reduce the attention it pays to its
core mission. Another is that the Service’s nonpostal products have often lost money, thereby
weakening the Service financially. Congress may also have been apprehensive that if the Service
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were allowed to use its government-based powers to venture deeper into competitive markets, it
would replace more efficient private-sector businesses, which would be inefficient and unfair, and
it would shift more economic activity off the tax rolls, which would weaken government finances.
While Congress’s concerns are warranted, competitive-product regulation does place some costs
on the Postal Service that its private-sector rivals do not experience. (If, contrary to fact, the
Service were not a monopolist and did not enjoy numerous government-based advantages, PAEA’s
restrictions on competitive product prices and product lines would not be justified.)
Political jawboning, oversight, and the threat of legislation. In addition to the requirements
imposed upon it by law, the Postal Service often faces other types of pressure from Congress.
Recently, for example, many members of Congress criticized the Service for outsourcing some mail
deliveries, and over one-third of the Senate cosponsored a bill (S. 1457) to block the practice. The
Postmaster General accurately responded that the contracting out is modest (confined to a small
share of new delivery routes), a sensible way to reduce costs, and a good business practice.75
Nevertheless, faced with Congressional pressure and union calls for binding arbitration, the Service
agreed to new limitations on mail-delivery outsourcing. Similarly, Congressional pressure has
slowed down and complicated the Postal Service’s efforts to rationalize its nationwide network of
processing facilities.
To be sure, congressional jawboning, oversight, and threats of legislation are sometimes
desirable, such as when the Postal Service responds too slowly to service problems in a locality,
but sometimes the pressure is aimed at protecting parochial interests and comes at the expense of
best business practices. Although governments often pressure private businesses, they rarely do
so with such frequency and at so detailed a level of business operations as with the Postal Service.
Cost estimates. As mentioned, most obligations that the federal government places on the Postal
Service are not aimed at competitive products, but affect competitive products only because they
are among the products the Service offers. For instance, statutory restrictions on the Service’s
control of its employees’ wages and benefits raise production costs for both market-dominant and
competitive products. Cost estimates are available in this and a few other areas, but they do not
distinguish between market-dominant and competitive products. A reasonable rule of thumb in the
absence of better information is that the Service’s burdens raise costs on market-dominant and
competitive products in the same proportion.
The PRC’s Office of Rates, Analysis and Planning has carefully examined many of the costs
related to the Postal Service’s universal service obligation. As expected, the costs are substantial.
However, they are not the immense burden that many imagine. The USO raises the Service’s costs
by only a few percent.
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Keeping small post offices open, which is one of the most conspicuous elements of the USO,
is expensive in dollars but modest as a share of total costs. Closing the 10,000 smallest post
offices would lower the Service’s costs by less than 1%.76 Rural delivery routes, which are
another high-profile component of the USO, do not lose money on average and do not require
cross-subsidies, except for extremely rural routes.77 Part of the USO is serving new addresses,
and the Service complains vociferously about the supposed burden of adding nearly two million
addresses a year. However, an IRET study found that new addresses actually help the Service
because the benefits from the extra business exceed the costs; new addresses are a plus, not a
minus.78 The PRC researchers came to a similar conclusion. It is not clear whether six-days-aweek mail delivery is really part of the USO. In any event, reducing deliveries to five days a week
would lower the Service’s costs by a maximum of 3%, although the actual savings would probably
be much less.79 Using two different assumptions about what services are only offered because
of the USO, the PRC researchers came up with two upper-bound estimates for the USO’s total
addition to costs: 5% or 10% of the Postal Service’s costs.80
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One provision in PAEA directs the PRC to prepare a study examining, in part, what the USO
should look like in the future.81 The PRC is to include in the report recommendations for
adjustments it deems appropriate, with an indication of which adjustments the PRC could
implement under current law and which would need legislation. Congress’s request suggests
members are aware that while the USO serves a valid public policy purpose, it has evolved over
time and that the service standards associated with the USO have costs as well as benefits.
Changes are most likely to spring from this study if the PRC finds that some features of the current
interpretation of the USO have high costs, low benefits, and could be modified by the PRC under
current law.
A much larger problem on the cost front – although it usually receives far less attention than
the USO – is what the Service pays for labor. A number of economic studies have examined
postal workers’ compensation. Most have concluded that a substantial postal pay premium exists
when postal wages and benefits are compared to what comparable workers earn in the private
sector. Plausible estimates are that the pay premium is about 20% considering just wages and that
it rises to about 35% when the Service’s generous benefits, many mandated by Congress, are
added.82 (This is not to say that every postal worker receives above-market compensation. Postal
employees who are unusually hard working, have in-demand skills, or work in high-cost-of-living
areas are often paid at or below market rates.) The postal pay premium helps explain why nearly
80% of the Service’s costs are labor related.
To gain some idea of how this affects the Service’s level of expenditures, an illustrative
calculation may be helpful. Suppose 75% of postal employees receive a pay premium averaging
30% compared to comparable workers in the private sector and suppose 25% of postal employees
receive no pay premium. These are cautious assumptions and may understate the problem.
Nevertheless, given these assumptions and remembering that about 80% of total costs are labor
related, the Service’s costs would be about 15% lower if not for the postal pay premium. In 2006,
the dollar saving would have been about $10.5 billion. This is between one-and-a-half and three
times as large as the USO burden. When looking at the agency’s cost challenges, labor
compensation is the elephant in the room.
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The above-market labor compensation has multiple explanations, but it stems in part from the
statutory constraints and political pressure under which the Postal Service must operate. Although
the law twice directs the Postal Service to maintain pay comparability with the private sector,83
the law provides no enforcement mechanism that would allow the Service to achieve that result.
Nor is Congress likely to offer help in this area in the near future. In Congressional testimony,
James Miller, the Chairman of the Postal Service’s Board of Governors, observed that Congress
could assist in moderating this problem but that in the past, "We have been told that the prospect
of any relief on this score is nil."84
If Congress should eventually decide to tackle the postal pay premium, many options are
available. Just to mention two possibilities, Congress could enact legislation instructing arbitrators
to consider the Postal Service’s finances, or Congress could abolish binding arbitration and allow
the Service to decide what it will pay in accordance with Congressional guidelines, which is the
normal procedure in the federal government.85
Given the array of constraints under which the Postal Service operates, Postmaster General
Potter and his management team have done a remarkably good job in recent years. Although
statutory requirements and political impediments place many costs beyond their reach, they have
skillfully identified a number of inefficiencies and items of wasteful spending in areas within their
control. Also, they have wisely recognized that the Service’s success depends on how well it
performs its core mission, and have devoted most of their energies to improving traditional mail
service, not on casting about for new fields to enter.
Can relief be provided just for competitive products? In some cases Congress can ease the burdens
on competitive products even if it wants to retain them (or relax them less) on market-dominant
products. The most important example of this is rate regulation. As the centerpiece of PAEA,
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Congress created a new, more flexible rate-regulation system for market-dominant products, and
different, still looser rate-setting system for competitive products. (Congress sensibly did not
abolish all rate regulation for competitive products. The rules now in place help protect customers
within the postal monopoly, and also taxpayers, from being forced to cross-subsidize the Service’s
competitive products.)
In many cases, though, it would not be feasible to reduce the Postal Service’s burdens on
competitive products while leaving the requirements in place for market-dominant products. The
reason is that the production of market-dominant and competitive products is often intertwined,
involving the same workers and facilities. For instance, when political resistance slows the
Service’s efforts to streamline its nationwide facility network, the inefficiencies of the existing
network increase costs for both market-dominant and competitive products.
Question 5 How do the Service’s burdens affect the costs and prices of its competitive products?
The special constraints under which the Postal Service operate reduce its efficiency and raise
its costs. The previous question discussed the cost burdens and estimated the size of several of
them. Other things equal, the higher expenses force the Service to charge more for its products,
including competitive products.
It is possible that the Postal Service’s burdens will motivate the government enterprise to try
harder in other ways to control its costs. If that happens, there will still be upward pressure on the
Service’s product prices, but not quite as much as otherwise. For example, postal workers’ abovemarket pay packages undoubtedly generated much of the Service’s interest in hiring contractors to
deliver mail on some new routes at costs that are reportedly one half or two thirds of the Service’s
normal delivery costs.86
Question 6 Should the Postal Service’s government-based advantages be restricted with regard
to its competitive products? Which government-based advantages can be removed from
competitive products if they stay in place for market-dominant products? When the advantages
take the form of tax and fee exemptions, can they be removed through internal Postal Service
bookkeeping entries or should the Service actually pay the taxes and fees?
As explained more fully elsewhere in this report, the Postal Service’s government-based
advantages reduce economic efficiency, decrease financial transparency, and narrow federal, state,
and local tax bases. Restricting the Service’s special powers and privileges with respect to its
competitive product operations would yield welcome benefits. Allocative and productive efficiency
would improve. The pruning back of what are, in effect, hidden and indirect government subsidies
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would be a step toward more transparency.
government finances.

The broadening of tax bases would strengthen

A few advantages probably cannot be taken away from competitive products if the advantages
remain in place for market-dominant products because market-dominant and competitive products
are often processed in the same facilities and delivered by carriers on the same trips. Among the
benefits that cannot easily be denied to competitive operations if they continue for market-dominant
operations are the power of eminent domain, the ability to override local zoning requirements, and
the exemption from parking tickets and various other municipal ordinances while delivering mail.
However, many other advantages could feasibly be limited when the Postal Service steps outside
its core mission and operates in competitive markets.
PAEA already moves modestly in that direction with the federal "assumed income tax" that
was discussed earlier. The answer to Question 9 explains in detail how state and local taxes could
be collected from the Service’s competitive product operations. The answers to Questions 7 and
8 are also relevant because they discuss how two of the Service’s other advantages could be
reduced for competitive products but retained for market-dominant products.
With regard to the special benefits that could feasibly be denied to the Service’s competitive
product operations, should the Service merely have to note what its extra costs would be without
those benefits or should it have to make actual payments to someone, and if so, whom?
The least effective option would be to establish only a reporting requirement. That option is
better than nothing because it would increase transparency, but the Service would be unlikely to
take much account in its decision making of costs it does not pay. A slightly better option would
be to require the Service to estimate the cost savings and transfer that amount from the Competitive
Products Fund to the Postal Service Fund. The weakness of this option is that it is an internal
transfer. The organization might not view an internal transfer as a real cost unless it caused a
competitive product to bump up against the statutory requirement that it not lose money or caused
competitive products collectively to fall short of the requirement that they make an appropriate
contribution to overhead costs.87 A stronger option would be to require transfers from the
Competitive Products Fund to the U.S. Treasury. To the Postal Service, such transfers would be
real costs. But should all payments be sent to the U.S. Treasury? Many taxes and fees would
normally be paid to state and local governments. Sending those taxes and fees to the U.S. Treasury
would direct them to the wrong level of government and leave a hole in state and local finances.
Those taxes and fees should be paid to state and local governments.
Question 7 Should the Postal Service have to pay the federal government a return on capital?
Under the terms of the Postal Reorganization Act of 1970, the federal government transferred
many of the assets and liabilities of the old Post Office Department to its successor, the U.S. Postal
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Service. It was decided at the time that the federal government, in making the transfer, contributed
$3.034 billion of capital to the Postal Service.88 Private-sector businesses are normally expected
to pay investors a return on capital. A natural question, therefore, is whether the Postal Service
should be required to pay a return on the capital that the federal government contributed to the
Service’s competitive product operations. The Service’s competitive products are very similar to
products sold by private-sector businesses and, unlike the core products delimited by the postal
monopoly, lie outside the agency’s government-assigned mission.
If the only issue here were the responsibilities stemming from a transfer that occurred in the
early 1970s, it might not be possible to reach a firm conclusion. One difficulty is that although
the federal government claims the initial capital contribution was $3.034 billion, that amount was
not determined in the marketplace, but by the government; the market might have placed a very
different value on the transfer. Another difficulty is trying to figure out what share of the long-ago
capital contribution should be attributed to today’s competitive products. Further, one might ask
whether the capital contribution should be listed at historic cost, be expressed in today’s dollars
by adjusting for inflation, or be compounded to what the original contribution would now be worth
if it had been invested in securities earning the market interest rate. Moreover, in computing the
government’s capital contribution to the Postal Service, should some of the large federal
appropriations that continued until the start of the 1980s be added in? Further, any decision now
about whether to require the Postal Service to pay a return on the federal capital contribution would
come too late to affect how the Service has used the capital contribution until now. As a general
rule, disputes are likely to arise when attempts are made to revisit events from several decades ago.
This question is relevant and economically important, however, because it relates to a broader
issue: the efficient use of capital in the future. For a healthier, more efficient economy, the Postal
Service should begin paying a return on the capital invested in its competitive product operations.
When a private-sector business considers making an investment, the decision makers at the
business normally have a target rate of return in mind and decline to make the investment unless
they expect it to earn the target rate or better. The target rate of return has several components.
First, assets must earn enough to cover their depreciation. Over and above depreciation, the
business’s owners want a satisfactory real return in their investment to compensate for postponing
current consumption and forgoing other investment opportunities. Because investments are risky
(some attractive investments will prove disappointing), investors also demand a risk premium to
compensate for the projects that fail, based on the perceived riskiness of the investments and the
owners’ aversion to risk. Further, an inflation premium needs to be added to the real return to
express it as a market rate measured in current dollars. Because investors are interested in the
amount they can keep after paying taxes, they will take the after-tax rate of return they require and
gross it up by taxes to find the required pre-tax rate of return. A project that is expected to break
even but no better will certainly be rejected.
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As an illustrative example, suppose that, beyond depreciation, the owners of a business desire
an expected after-tax, real return of 3%, that the risk premium is 4%, and that the inflation
premium is 3%. Given these assumptions, a potential investment would need to provide an
expected after-tax, nominal return of about 10% to be attractive. If federal and state taxes at the
corporate and individual levels on the business’s investment income are 40%, a potential
investment would need to offer an expected pre-tax, market return of at least 16.7%, over and
above depreciation, to be judged worth doing.89
Investors act in their own self-interest when they evaluate potential investment projects. But
in a good illustration of Adam Smith’s invisible hand, they are serving a broader societal interest.
Production resources are scarce and should not be wasted. When businesses compare potential
investments to a target rate of return, they are weeding out projects that have little value, thereby
leaving more resources available for consumption and investment opportunities that are valued
more highly. By demanding a target rate of return, investors also help direct resources efficiently
among firms: a firm that can put an investment to good use is more likely to pass the hurdle test
and be able to obtain funds than a firm that is less efficient.
At the Postal Service, in contrast, Congress and the Service’s managers have usually been
pleased just to have the Service break even. If the Service were compared to a private-sector
business in the illustrative example, the Service would be content to proceed with an investment
that had an expected return 16.7 percentage points below what a normal business would demand.
This discrepancy produces a misallocation of scarce production resources: the Postal Service will
make investments that are much less valuable than alternative uses of the resources in the private
sector. Further, because of some of the Service’s other government-based advantages, such as not
having to collect sales taxes, not paying property taxes on its assets, and being able to borrow
funds at a below-market interest rate from the U.S. Treasury, it might happily proceed with an
investment that is 20% or 25% less efficient than what would be required in the private sector.
It might be argued that Congress has decided to override market results in the case of the
Postal Service’s core products because Congress believes those products have a value that is not
captured in the marketplace. However, even if this argument is accepted, it does not apply to the
Service’s competitive products, which lie beyond the Service’s public policy mission and are very
similar to products offered in the private sector. When the agency undertakes a competitiveproduct investment with a below-market expected return, it is harming the economy both by
displacing more efficient private-sector firms in the same product lines and by diverting resources
that would otherwise by used for higher valued purposes elsewhere in the economy.
Unfortunately, although it would be desirable if the Postal Service sought a target rate of
return on competitive-product investments that is in accord with expected returns in the private
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sector, it is not clear how to achieve that result without having private owners (proprietors,
partners, or shareholders) who clamor for market-based returns.
One imperfect option would be to follow the lead of several foreign posts that pay dividends
to their governments. These foreign posts generally base their dividends on net income, and they
include all income, not just income from competitive products. For example, Canada Post pays
its "shareholder", the Canadian government, dividends equal to 40% of its net income, which
amounted to $48 million (Canadian dollars) in 2006 and $80 million in 2005.90 New Zealand
Post paid dividends of approximately $48 million (New Zealand dollars) in 2006.91 Sweden Post
reports that its policy is to pay the government dividends amounting to 40% of net earnings, but
it cut dividends to 12% in 2005 due to financial uncertainty.92 Sweden Post also reports that
government companies "which operate in markets subject to competition are required to produce
returns on investment."93 One of Sweden Post’s internal targets is achieving a 10% return on
equity. As is normal with dividends, these payments are made to the equity owner, and are not
merely transfers within the enterprise. Net earnings that stay within the enterprise are not
dividends at all but retained earnings. If the Postal Service, unlike the foreign posts just
mentioned, is not required to pay a dividend, it should at a minimum and for the sake of financial
transparency show on its books, as an implicit government subsidy, the forgiveness of the dividend.
The practices of foreign posts might be used as a guide when deciding on the dividend rate.
For the U.S. Postal Service, the dividend calculation could be modified to apply only to net
income on competitive products, if desired. If that were done, the dividend would be paid out of
the Competitive Products Fund and sent to the U.S. Treasury.
Many observers would view dividends as a means of paying the federal government back for
its initial investment in what has become the Postal Service’s competitive product operations.94
The forward-looking economic justification, though, is that if the Service has to pay dividends, it
will view its competitive product operations as more akin to normal business activities and set an
internal rate-of-return target for them more in line with what is used by other businesses. A
weakness of this approach is that establishing a dividend based on some portion of net income
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would not actually compel the Postal Service to establish a market-based rate-of-return target for
its competitive products.
Another imperfect option has the advantage that it would give the Postal Service a more direct
incentive to raise its rate-of-return target on competitive product investments, but the disadvantage
that it is an unusual way to calculate a dividend. The dividend would be set at some percentage
of competitive product assets, and paid from the Competitive Products Fund to the U.S. Treasury.
The logic is that if the Postal Service knew it would have to pay a set return on investment
projects, it would quickly raise its target rate of return on new competitive product investments by
several percentage points. This would narrow the gap between target returns at the Postal Service
and in the marketplace, although it probably would not eliminate the gap. A variation that might
more closely align the dividend with new investment decisions would be to apply the dividend only
to new competitive product investments. Like a preferred stock dividend, this dividend could be
suspended if the Postal Service stated that its financial results were disappointing and decided
(perhaps with input from its regulator) that it temporarily lacked the capacity to pay.
Question 8 Should the Postal Service pay a market-based interest rate, not the current
preferential rate, when it borrows for its competitive product operations? Is there a feasible way
to do this?
The Postal Service is able to borrow from the Federal Financing Bank at several basis points
above the U.S. Treasury’s own cost of funds. The Treasury interest rate is significantly lower than
even the most credit worthy private-sector business can obtain because lenders think Treasuries are
free of default risk. The government borrowing window enables the Postal Service to borrow at
substantially less cost than if it were a private-sector company possessing the Service’s revenues,
costs, and future prospects.
As an illustrative example, suppose the 10-year Treasury rate is 4.9% and the Baa rate is
6.5%.95 Suppose also that the Postal Service can borrow at 15 basis points above the Treasury
rate because of its governmental status but that it would be rated Baa if it were a private-sector
company. Given these illustrative assumptions, the Postal Service receives an implicit interest rate
subsidy of 1.45 percentage points from the Treasury on every loan, and it saves $14.5 million
annually on each $1 billion it borrows. The subsidy would grow if the Service borrowed more.
At the end of 2006, the Service’s debt was $2.1 billion.96 Borrowing that amount under this
example’s assumptions would provide an interest rate subsidy of $30.45 million.
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The interest rate advantage lowers the Postal Service’s costs. It is not clear, though, how the
Service uses that indirect government assistance. Other things equal, the artificially low interest
rate might hold down prices for the Service’s products. However, if the bargain interest rate lulls
the Service into being less vigilant about watching its other costs, the indirect subsidy might be
expended on higher costs elsewhere. Costs might also rise because the statutory limits that
Congress has placed on the Postal Service’s control of its labor costs may allow labor to capture
the savings from the indirect interest-rate subsidy.97 Moreover, if some of the subsidy reaches
customers, it is unclear how the Service would divide the savings between its monopoly-market
and competitive-market customers. The former are more closely tied to the Service’s mission, but
the Service might try to favor its competitive-market customers because they are more price
sensitive since their ability to purchase alternative products is not restricted by the postal monopoly.
On the issue of how to determine whether a borrowing is used to support the Postal Service’s
market-dominant or competitive products, one option would be to rely on how the agency says the
borrowing is used. A drawback to this allocation method, however, is that because money is
fungible, the Postal Service might be able artificially to shift some borrowings from the competitive
to the market-dominant category, especially if a significant interest rate differential gives it a
motive to do so. Another option would be to base the allocation on asset shares. Because
borrowings are often used to finance investments, it is appealing to assume that borrowings are
divided between the two categories according to the shares of assets in the categories. A concern,
though, is that the allocation of assets between the categories is itself subjective. A third option
would be to allocate borrowings based on revenue shares for the competitive and market-dominant
categories. This method, which was mentioned in several earlier responses, has the attraction that
revenue shares can be calculated objectively because the Service compiles accurate data on the
revenues of each product.
To remove this hidden government subsidy, the Postal Service should have to pay an interest
rate equal what it would be charged if it were a private-sector company with the Service’s balance
sheet, income statement, and business prospects.
Requiring the Postal Service to borrow in private credits markets, however, would not achieve
this result and would create serious moral hazard dangers. Lenders would reasonably assume that
Washington would never let the U.S. Postal Service default on its debt obligations and enter
bankruptcy, even if the Service and the U.S. Treasury explicitly denied that the debt obligations
were guaranteed by the Treasury (and ultimately taxpayers). Accordingly, private lenders would
be glad to lend an almost unlimited amount to the Postal Service at just slightly above the U.S.
Treasury rate.
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One sees this type of behavior and where it may lead in the response of financial markets to
government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Those two GSEs are
privately owned but have retained enough government ties that lenders regard them as being
federally insured, despite the government’s explicit denial that any guarantee exists. Fannie and
Freddie have parlayed their implicit federal guarantee and associated interest rate advantage into
domination of the U.S. single-family mortgage market.98 Indeed, the GSEs have become so large
that Alan Greenspan warned, when he was Federal Reserve chairman, of possible systemic risks
to U.S. financial markets if Fannie and Freddie continued expanding.99
A feasible solution would be to have the Postal Service continue borrowing from the Federal
Financing Bank, while directing the Treasury to set the interest rate equal to what a private-sector
company with business risks similar to the Service’s but no ties to the government would have to
pay in the credit market.
If the policy decision were made to charge a market-based rate only on competitive products
(i.e., retaining the preferential interest rate on market-dominant products), that could also be done.
The Treasury would use a blended interest rate, obtained by weighting the preferential and market
interest rates according to the shares of Postal Service products in the market-dominant and
competitive categories. The Postal Service would pay this rate to the Treasury on borrowings. To
hold market-dominant products harmless, Service’s Competitive Products Fund would be
responsible for paying the difference between the blended rate and the preferential rate.
Would it be as effective to allow the Postal Service to continue receiving the preferential
interest rate on all its borrowings, but require an internal transfer from the Competitive Products
Fund to the Postal Service Fund? The internal transfer would be equal to the difference between
the blended and preferential rates multiplied by borrowings. This would be better than nothing
because competitive products would be charged a market-based interest rate, but it would be less
likely to instill market discipline than a payment to the Treasury because the Postal Service might
not regard internal transfers as real costs, unless the transfers caused competitive operations to
violate the statutory requirements that none of them lose money and that they collectively make
an appropriate contribution (as determined by the PRC) to overhead costs.
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Question 9 Should the Postal Service have to pay normal state and local taxes on its competitive
product operations? Would this be administratively feasible?
Requiring the Postal Service to pay state and local taxes on its competitive products would
be economically desirable and administratively feasible. The current exemptions of its competitive
product operations from many state and local taxes invite economic distortions.
Rationales for the tax exemptions. Consider a best-case argument for continuing the tax
exemptions. The Postal Service hopes its competitive-market products will earn profits, and it
claims that the profits will be used to cross-subsidize the Service’s core products to hold down
their rates. In this scenario, the cost savings due to state and local tax exemptions bolster profits
and increase cross-subsidies to the products that are the focus of the Service’s government-assigned
mission. Even in this best case, two concerns exist. One is that this is a roundabout and nontransparent way to deliver a subsidy. By hiding some of the costs of the Postal Service’s core
products, the cross-subsidies would make it harder for citizen/voters to judge whether the Postal
Service provides good value for the money. A second negative is that by removing some normal
business activities from state and local tax bases, the federal government is weakening state and
local finances and violating the spirit of fiscal federalism. To offset the lost taxes, states and
localities must reduce their services or tax remaining taxpayers more heavily.
A different possibility is that the Postal Service might pass along the cost savings from its
state and local tax exemptions to competitive-product buyers. This would be good for purchasers
of the Service’s competitive products, but, as in the first case, it would weaken state and local
governments’ finances by shrinking their tax bases. Because buyers of the Service’s competitive
products would tend to increase their purchases due to the artificially low prices, this scenario
would result in allocative inefficiency: too much of the subsidized products and too little of other
products. Also, if the Postal Service takes business away from more efficient private-sector
companies as a result of its tax-based cost savings, efficiency in production would be hurt.
Another possibility is that the cost savings from its state and local tax exemptions might make
it harder for the Postal Service to exercise proper financial discipline, with the result that its other
costs would rise. It is relevant in this context that nearly 80% of the Service’s costs are labor
related, and, as mentioned in Question 4, there is much evidence that the current binding-arbitration
method for resolving collective bargaining disputes leads to above-market wages and benefits. If
arbitrators base their decisions in part on how much they think the Service can afford, some of the
money the Service does not pay in state and local taxes may be transformed into higher wages and
benefits when arbitrators make their awards. Such transfers serve no valid public policy purpose.
In short, the hoped for benefit from exempting the Postal Service from many state and local
taxes is cross-subsidies to its core products. It is by no means clear that this hoped-for benefit is
realized. Whether or not it is realized, the costs of the exemptions are a weaker economy due to
reduced allocative and productive efficiency, weaker state and local government finances, and less
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transparency in federal government finances. Hence, removing the exemptions would be
economically desirable. The next question is feasibility.
Feasibility. The responses to several earlier questions have discussed practical methods for limiting
some of the Postal Service’s government-based advantages in its competitive product operations.
To complement the earlier discussion, it might be helpful to examine some evidence gained from
the taxation of private-sector businesses.
Would it be feasible to require the Postal Service to collect normal sales taxes on its
competitive products? Although complying with the requirements of numerous taxing jurisdictions
has significant costs, many large retail chains with brick-and-mortar stores across the nation already
do that. If they can comply, the Postal Service should be able to do the same.
It might seem as though the Postal Service would confront a special challenge because some
of its products would be subject to sales taxes (competitive products) and some would not (marketdominant products). In fact, it is a challenge with which private-sector businesses must often cope.
In many jurisdictions, retail stores, including small ones, sell some items that are tax exempt, some
that are taxed at a standard rate, and some that are taxed at higher or lower rates. Computer
software helps in calculating sales tax at the cash register, and the Postal Service would enjoy
economies of scale in installing the needed software.100
Could state and local income taxes be applied to the Postal Service on its competitive
products? Most states have income taxes, and private-sector businesses comply with them. Income
tax compliance is costly, but experience with private sector businesses has shown that it is feasible.
The Postal Service would have the advantage that there are economies of scale in tax compliance.
(Other things equal, income tax compliance costs per dollar of sales or assets fall rapidly as a
company grows.) Many studies have investigated income tax compliance costs, and some have
specifically looked at the relationship between those costs and company size.
An especially useful study for assessing tax compliance costs at very large companies was
done by Slemrod and Blumenthal for the Tax Foundation in the early 1990s, and published by the
Tax Foundation in 1993.101 Slemrod and Blumenthal used a survey to gather data from large
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companies, including a subsample of the Fortune 500. They asked about federal, state, and local
income tax compliance costs. Among the compliance costs about which they inquired were tax
planning, tax-form preparation, audits, and litigation. For their subsample of Fortune 500
companies, they estimated that income tax compliance costs averaged about $2,110,000 per
company in 1992. Approximately 70% of the estimated income tax compliance costs were at the
federal level and about 30% at the state and local levels.
A more recent study that Slemrod and Venkatesh prepared for the Internal Revenue Service
reported similar findings.102 They concluded that tax compliance costs per dollar of company
assets fall rapidly until company assets reach the $2 billion - $3 billion range and level off
thereafter. Moody, Warcholik, and Hodge reached similar conclusions in a 2005 study for the Tax
Foundation.103 Using these studies as guides, the Postal Service’s competitive product lines, by
themselves, are more than large enough to capture all significant economies of scale in income tax
compliance costs.
In calculating state and local income taxes, the Postal Service would have a head start because
PAEA directs it to calculate a federal "assumed income tax" for its competitive product operations,
and an intermediate step is computing its competitive-products income. Perhaps the Service would
be allowed simply to drop that income number into its state and local income tax computations.
Requiring the Postal Service to pay income tax on its competitive products (but not its marketdominant products) is similar in concept to the unrelated business income tax (UBIT), which taxes
non-profit organizations on business activities that are unrelated to their public service missions.
Federal law states that "income derived by any [exempt] organization from any unrelated trade or
business...regularly carried on by it" is considered unrelated business income and is subject to
federal income tax.104 The federal government adopted the UBIT in 1950. Some states also have
UBITs.
Non-profit organizations are generally not subject to income taxes when carrying out their
primary missions. The exemption is politically popular and based on the notion that because nonprofits provide useful services intended to help some or all of society (frequently offering
alternatives to government services), they deserve indirect government support. When exempt
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organizations operate trades or businesses not related to their primary missions, however, this
justification no longer applies.
Instead, the concern arises that if the organizations can operate commercial business without
paying tax on their business profits, they would have a powerful government-bestowed tax edge
that would often let them displace other commercial businesses. Such a result would be
allocatively and productively inefficient, unfair to the owners and employees of taxable businesses,
and a threat to government revenues (especially as non-taxable businesses forced out more and
more taxable ones.) Referring to a case in which a university owned a large, commercial company
that made and distributed pasta, a member of Congress complained that if the university-owned
macaroni company could earn profits without paying tax, "all the noodles produced in this country
will be produced by corporations held or created by universities."105
An ongoing problem in administering and enforcing the UBIT is trying to distinguish between
philanthropic missions and unrelated activities, especially in borderline cases. Fortunately, PAEA
draws a bright line between the Postal Service’s market-dominant and competitive products.
When businesses operate in multiple states, another important issue is how to apportion their
income among the states. As a practical matter, states generally use fairly simple weighting
schemes to determine for tax purposes what fraction of a company’s income occurs within their
borders. An idea developed in the 1950s was model legislation known as the uniform division of
income for tax purposes act (UDITPA). In states that have adopted UDITPA, a business’s income
is apportioned for tax purposes between in-state and out-of-state income based on three factors
weighted equally: the share of the company’s property within the state, the share of the company’s
sales to state residents, and the share of the company’s payroll to state residents. Currently,
though, most states use apportionment formulas that emphasize sales. A few base the allocation
only on sales and many weight sales twice as heavily as other factors.106 Notice that in addition
to using simple formulas, most state weighting schemes rely on relatively objective and observable
data.
For the Postal Service, an apportionment formula based on sales would best meet the
practicality test, and would be in line with what is often seen at the state level. Competitiveproduct income would simply be multiplied by the fraction of total competitive-product sales
occurring within the state or locality to determine how much income would be taxable within the
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jurisdiction.107 As already mentioned in earlier responses, the Service collects detailed, objective
data on each product’s revenues. (If the Service does not already break down sales by locality, it
should be able to add that information fairly easily going forward.)
Similarly, with property taxes, experience with private-sector businesses teaches that it would
be feasible to tax the Postal Service on the assets of its competitive product operations. When a
private-sector businesses own properties in many jurisdictions, it must pay property taxes in those
many jurisdictions. In the case of the Postal Service, localities would appraise the value of Postal
Service properties within the locality in the same manner as they do for business properties. One
more step is needed and it might initially seem insoluble: how do localities distinguish between
taxable competitive product assets and tax-exempt market-dominant product assets? As suggested
above, however, one practical solution would be to take the ratio of competitive-product revenues
to total revenues to compute the fraction of property values that would be taxable. Like many rules
currently used in business and individual tax computations, this rule is simpler than reality but is
administratively workable.
What laws would need to be changed before any of this could happen? The Supreme Court
ruled in 2004 that because of the Postal Service’s position within the federal government, it is not
subject to some laws that apply to private persons.108 Although the ruling did not address state
and local tax laws, the Court’s logic indicates that many state and local taxes cannot currently be
applied to the Service. The Court also noted that Congress has the power to change the law in
order to remove various Postal Service exemptions, if Congress thinks that appropriate. Hence, a
reasonable conclusion is that before state and local governments could tax the Postal Service’s
competitive product operations as though they were the operations of a normal business, Congress
would need to pass legislation explicitly authorizing the taxation. Capitol Hill has no inclination
at this time to pass any such law, but it would be feasible if Congress changes its mind in the
future.
If enabling legislation were to be enacted in the future, Congress might wish to include several
provisos. To protect the Postal Service from discriminatory local taxation, one would be that its
properties could not be valued at a higher rate than the properties of private businesses. To
simplify the Service’s income tax calculations, another would be that its competitive product
income for state and local tax purposes should be the same as the competitive product income
derived on its federal "assumed income tax" schedule. To provide consistency in the apportionment
of the Service’s income across jurisdictions, Congress might also want to specify the apportionment
formula. (One of the most frequent complaints by businesses about state allocation formulas is that
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they are often inconsistent across states, with the result that businesses are sometimes taxed by
more than one state on the same income.)
Conceivably, Congress might decide that the Postal Service’s competitive product operations
should make payments to state and local governments but be reluctant to permit taxation. An
alternative used with some government agencies and programs would be payments in lieu of taxes.
For example, federal law expressly exempts the federal government’s Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA) from all state and local taxes but directs TVA to pay 5% of its gross revenues to the states
and localities in which it carries out its power operations.109 In 2006, TVA’s payments in lieu
of taxes totaled $376 million.110 As another example, Congress annually appropriates money for
the Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILT) program, which partially compensates local governments for
the property taxes they lose due to tax-exempt federal properties within their borders.111 PILT
compensation will total $232 million in 2007.112 Canada also operates a PILT program, which
pays local governments more than $460 million yearly to compensate for lost property tax
revenues.113 If such a program were implemented for the Postal Service’s competitive products,
Congress would set the reimbursement formula, and payments would be made from the
Competitive Products Fund to states and localities. A drawback to payments in lieu of taxes,
though, is that they may deviate significantly from what state and local taxes would be.
Question 10 Should the Postal Service have to spin off its competitive product operations?
Would it be feasible to establish a separate private entity to provide competitive products?
What would be the costs and benefits? The answer depends on whether the Postal Service’s
competitive products would be spun off to an independent company with no government ties or
to a "private" company tied to the Postal Service or the general government.
First, suppose the Postal Service is required to sell its competitive product operations to a
private-sector company that would have no ties to the Postal Service or the general government
after the spin-off. The private company might be a business already in the field or a new entrant.
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Probably the main uncertainty in this case is whether the acquiring business would obtain
much of value, and, hence, be willing to pay the Postal Service much. Because most of the Postal
Service’s facilities, equipment, and workers help process both market-dominant and competitive
products, it is not clear how many production assets and skilled employees could be transferred to
the spin off. Further, because postal plants and equipment have often been built and workers hired
and trained with dual uses in mind, many of the production assets and workers transferred to the
spin-off could not initially be employed in full accord with their design and training. Also, while
brand names like priority mail and express mail undoubtedly have market value, but it is uncertain
how much. A thorough analysis by investment bankers and other specialists on acquisitions and
divestitures could help answer these questions.
If a spin-off were judged to be feasible, the acquiring firm would have a strong incentive to
be efficient, innovative, and responsive to customers because that behavior would lead to higher
profits. Given that the acquiring firm would have no special relationship with the government, its
actions would not be distorted by the special burdens and privileges that accompany government
ownership or sponsorship. Those improved incentives would tend to raise output, incomes,
productivity, and real wages.
A negative is that some customers might be inconvenienced because they could no longer
obtain competitive products at the local post office. Market forces would quickly ease the
inconvenience, however. The acquiring company would add outlets to accommodate the extra
business, and if it were slow to do so, the behavior of retailers in other industries suggests that
competitors would see an attractive business opportunity and jump in with extra locations of their
own. Further, the Postal Service could allow the acquiring company to sublease space at local post
offices and offer the products there, at least during a transition period. Experience with groceries,
drug stores, gas stations, and financial outlets suggests that at the end of the process consumers
would likely have a greater range of convenient options than they do today.
Of course, before any spin-off could occur, Congress would have to decide that it is good
public policy and pass legislation explicitly authorizing the restructuring. Fierce political
opposition from many quarters might deter Congress from acting.
It should also be mentioned that if the removal of competitive products from the Postal Service
were to produce diseconomies of scale and scope at the Service, it is plausible that their addition
to the product offerings of the acquiring business would generate economies of scale and scope
there. Because of that offset, diseconomies of scale and scope would be a smaller problem for the
economy as a whole than it would seem from looking at the Postal Service in isolation.
In contrast to the case just outlined, suppose that Congress were to create a "private
corporation" wholly owned by the Postal Service and require that the Service transfer its
competitive products to the "private" company. It is assumed that Congress would order the
Service and the Service’s offspring to determine an appropriate division of assets and liabilities,
probably with regulatory supervision. It is further supposed that Congress would specify that the
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spinoff company would be subject to all the taxes, fees, regulations, and other laws that normally
apply to private-sector businesses and would also specify that the offspring’s debts would not be
backed by the Postal Service or the U.S. Treasury.
Unlike the first case, the parties would not be at arms length because the Postal Service would
own the "private" corporation. This shared ownership and the resulting lack of independence
would likely affect the initial division of assets and subsequent operations. For example, the
parties might allocate a large share of owned properties to the Postal Service to hold down local
property taxes and a higher-than-arms-length share of costs to the offspring to reduce income taxes.
(The Postal Service would be tax exempt but the "private" corporation would not be.) The
Congressional legislation requiring the Postal Service to split off its competitive products would
undoubtedly include rules to try to make the parties behave as though they were at arms length,
and the enhanced accounting system that PAEA calls on the U.S. Treasury and the PRC to develop
for the Postal Service should also help. Still, such rules might be difficult to police because it
would often be in the interest of the parties to behave collusively.
Moreover, because the new corporation’s owner would be a government entity rather than
profit-maximizing investors, the corporation would probably be less motivated than an ordinary
business to reduce costs, raise productivity, and move quickly to satisfy consumers’ wants.
Congressional interference would also be more likely. These factors make it doubtful whether
spinning off the Postal Service’s competitive products into a new company wholly owned by the
Service would achieve much in terms of greater economic efficiency.
A major concern is how financial markets would react to the Postal Service’s offspring. As
mentioned in the response to Question 8, the behavior of financial markets toward GSEs like
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac indicates that if a spinoff company owned by the Postal Service were
allowed to borrow in the marketplace, lenders would treat the spin-off as being federally insured,
despite the government’s explicit denial that any guarantee exists. Hence, the spinoff would retain
the extremely powerful government-based advantage of being able to borrow at preferentially low
interest rates.
The discussion of a "private" corporation owned by the Postal Service is based on an option
that Congress actually considered. PAEA emerged from an evolutionary process that included a
number of prior legislative proposals. Some of them would have established a "USPS corporation"
that could offer, without restriction, postal products outside the mail monopoly and nonpostal
products.114 Further, the proposals would have authorized the USPS corporation to borrow in
private credit markets, acquire shares of other companies, and form joint ventures with other
companies. If the USPS corporation had been created, it could have been able to expand in
businesses throughout the economy because of its preferential interest rate, not by virtue of superior
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efficiency. The economy’s efficiency and vibrancy would have suffered. Fortunately, Congress
soon thought better of this idea and dropped it from later versions of the bill.
Given the meager benefits and significant dangers of spinning off competitive postal products
to a "private" company owned by the Postal Service, that approach should be firmly rejected.
Question 11 Are there other possibilities for ending the Postal Service’s government-based
advantages and disadvantages on its competitive product operations?
It has been assumed throughout this study that the postal monopoly remains in much its
current form. Obviously, if Congress should decide at some future point to alter the monopoly,
such as by emulating the de-monopolization that is underway in the European Union, many options
not considered here would become possible.
Conclusion
Some of the Postal Service’s government-conferred advantages and burdens are closely linked
to its assigned mission of non-urgent, hard-copy letter delivery. However, many are not. It would
be administratively practical to prevent the Service’s competitive products from claiming a number
of current advantages, notably tax and fee exemptions and a below-market interest rate, without
compromising the Service’s market-dominant product operations. Doing so would help the
economy and support competition. Feasible options also exist for easing some of the Service’s
burdens, particularly those involving labor costs, without interfering with its core mission and
without relaxing regulatory protections that are needed because of the Postal Service’s monopoly
and other powers. Lessening those unnecessary burdens would allow the Service to perform its
core tasks better and improve economic efficiency.
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